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Breaking Through
Women entrepreneurs of all ages, races and ethnicities are
having an increasingly large impact on New York City’s
economy. But even as the number of female-owned firms is
soaring in every borough, the city has only begun to harness the
full potential of women entrepreneurs.
by Judy Messina with Audrey Gray, Phil Lentz and Jonathan
Bowles

The following is the introduction to Breaking Through.
Read the full report (PDF).
View the recommendations from the report.
View the charts and tables from the report.
View an accompanying data analysis on women-owned businesses in the nation's 25 largest cities.

As technology disrupts entire industries in New York City, another disruption is taking place right alongside—a flood of
women entrepreneurs in virtually every industry in the city. Women founders of all ages, races and ethnicities are creating
jobs, bolstering the city’s economy, strengthening families and neighborhoods, and providing new and creative solutions to
the problems of modern life. Fueled by advances in technology, lowered barriers to entry and recession era lay-offs, women
throughout the city—from stay-at-home moms to fashion designers and finance pros—are starting and growing new
businesses at a remarkable clip.
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In the decade from 2002 to 2012, the most recent year for
which rigorous data is available, the number of womenowned businesses grew by a whopping 65 percent or 45
new businesses every day, adding more than 56,000 jobs
and $3 billion in payroll to the city’s economy. As of 2012,
there were 413,899 women-owned firms in New York City,
compared to 305,198 five years earlier. Today, womenowned businesses make up more than 40 percent of
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private companies in the city, up from 33 percent five years

conversation on Twitter at @YourFutureEdge.

ago and 32 percent a decade ago.
Two-thirds of the recent growth in women-owned
businesses took place in the five years between 2007 and
2012, and the growth from 2002 to 2012 outpaced the 33
percent increase in businesses in the city overall as well as

the 44 percent growth in the number of women-owned businesses statewide. Male-owned firms in the city grew just 8 percent
between 2007 and 2012.
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owned businesses growing by at least 20 percent over the past five years in construction, manufacturing, health care,
education, real estate, transportation and warehousing, information, retail and wholesale trade. There is also evidence that
women are starting a greater share of the tech companies in New York than in Silicon Valley and Boston, the nation’s other
leading tech hubs. In the third quarter of 2015, 16.9 percent of New York City companies receiving venture capital had a
woman founder, compared to 14.8 percent in Boston and 12.1 percent in San Francisco.
But while women-owned businesses are already making a significant contribution to the city’s economy, there is significant
potential to increase the number of women entrepreneurs and to help more women-owned businesses grow to the next level.
Women make up 52.5 percent of New York City’s population, according to the 2010 Census. This is a higher percentage than
in all but one of the nation’s 10 largest cities, including Los Angeles, Chicago and Houston. Yet, women-run firms account for
only 40 percent of privately owned businesses in the city, only 21 percent of firms with paid employees, just 17.5 percent of
all private sector employees and only 13 percent of annual private business revenues. Moreover, the number of women-run
firms in New York is growing at a slower rate than many other large cities.
To be sure, New York is making progress on a number of fronts to create a more supportive environment for women
entrepreneurs and women who aspire to be entrepreneurs. Most notably, Mayor Bill de Blasio last year launched a promising
new initiative called Women Entrepreneurs New York City (WE NYC) in an effort to expand the economic potential of women
entrepreneurs across the five boroughs with a specific focus on the needs of women in underserved communities. But even
more could and should be done in the months and years ahead to unlock the full potential of women entrepreneurs in New
York City.

This study—the latest in a long line of Center for an Urban Future reports focusing on opportunities to grow and diversify New
York City’s economy—provides a comprehensive examination of the economic importance of women entrepreneurs in New
York and the role that women-owned businesses have played in the city’s recent growth. Funded by Capital One’s Future
Edge Initiative, the report builds on other research about women entrepreneurs, including a 2015 report by the city’s WE NYC
program. While that study focused on the economic potential of women-owned businesses in low-income and immigrant
communities, this report looks at women-owned businesses in all sectors of the city’s economy, from health tech startups and
digital media firms to hair braiding salons and real estate developers. It documents the size and reach of those businesses,
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their growth over the past decade and their economic impact compared with other businesses. It analyzes the challenges
women entrepreneurs face, many of them unique to women-owned businesses, and the opportunities to expand their
contribution to the city’s economy.
Based on interviews with more than 100 women entrepreneurs, investors, researchers, business consultants and heads of
non-profit organizations, our report makes recommendations for steps the city, private industry and non-profit organizations
can take to enable more women to start and grow businesses and add momentum and vitality to city’s economy.
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What’s clear from our research is that women entrepreneurs in New York have come a long way in recent years. More than
62 percent (163,000) of the 262,000 new private companies formed in the city between 2002 and 2012 are women-owned.
All told, in 2012, women-owned businesses in the city generated $53 billion in revenue, up 25 percent over 2007, employed
nearly 273,000 people, 36 percent more than in 2007. Amazingly, in 2012 New York City accounted for 57 percent of all
women-owned businesses in New York State, which is much higher than the city’s overall share of the state’s businesses
and population.
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Joanne Wilson has witnessed those changes

first hand. Six years ago, when she and NYU professor Nancy
Hechinger started the annual Women Entrepreneurs Festival,
the event attracted 150 attendees. Last year, 280 women
attended, most of them New York City-based. This year,
Wilson is expecting 400. “I’m seeing a lot more women across
the board and not only young women,” says Wilson. “[They’re
starting companies] from hard goods to clothing brands to
cosmetics and ecommerce.”
New York City is producing some of the fastest growing
women-owned businesses in the U.S. and some of the
most innovative
Of the 399 New York City companies that made the 2015 Inc.
5000 list of the 5000 fastest growing private companies in the
nation, 74 (or nearly 19 percent) had female founders or
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CEOs. That’s more than the national rate of 14 percent and exactly twice the number of fast growing women-led firms
identified by Inc. in 2014, when 37 of 213 New York City companies (17.5 percent) had women founders or CEOs. Of the top
50 women-led companies on the list, seven are based in New York City, more than in any other city or area of the country.
Collectively, the revenues of the 25 largest women-owned firms in the city grew by an impressive 35 percent between 2012
and 2013, from $2.2 billion to $3.4 billion, according to Crain’s New York Business.
Female founders are also innovators in some of the most cutting edge technologies. There’s Daniela Perdomo, whose
Brooklyn-based GoTenna developed a hardware device that lets smartphone users talk to each other even in places without
cellular coverage or WiFi, and Limor Fried, an MIT engineering grad who founded Soho-based Ada Fruit, which designs and
builds do-it-yourself electronics kits and reportedly generated $33 million in sales in 2014.1 There’s also Ayah Bdeir, whose
company littleBits makes electronic building blocks that empower kids and adults to create their own inventions.
“What I’ve seen from female founders in New York City over the past 10 years is truly revolutionary,” says Jalak Jobanputra,
founder of the New York City-based early stage venture fund Future\Perfect Ventures. “From food entrepreneurs to those
creating new business models in the commerce, finance and mobile sectors, women are stepping up, taking risks and
working toward a better future for all of us.”
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When compared with other major cities around the country, New York has more women- owned businesses by far: 413,899,
and more than double the next nearest competitor, Los Angeles (192,358). Yet, the ranks of women entrepreneurs here are
growing more slowly and they are delivering less economic impact than sister businesses in other cities. According to the
2012 U.S. Census, New York City ranks 19th among the 25 most populous cities in the growth of women-owned firms
between 2007 and 2012, 18th in average sales and seventh in the average number of people they employ. The average
women-owned business in New York City has sales of $128,268, much lower than female-owned firms in Dallas ($198,599),
Houston ($181,122), San Francisco ($175,766), Boston ($169,020), Seattle ($162,948), Washington, DC ($162,495), Los
Angeles ($142,378) and several other large cities.
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Female founders are starting and building companies in every industry in the city, including traditionally male
dominated sectors
Entrepreneurs typically start companies in industries in which they have experience and expertise. So it’s not surprising that
women entrepreneurs are most visible in industries where women make up a significant share of the workforce. For instance,
women own the vast majority of the city’s day care businesses and nail salons, sectors in which women currently account for
90 percent and 80 percent of the workforce, respectively. Women also own 70 percent of the enterprises in the city’s health
care and social assistance sector (where they comprise 77 percent of the workforce) and 60 percent of all businesses in the
educational services industry (where they account for 68 percent of all workers).
Similarly, female entrepreneurs in the city are especially active in fields such as fashion, beauty, design, education and food.
According to a CUF analysis, startups with a female founder account for nine of the ten companies in the CFDA (Council of
Fashion Designers of America) Incubator, 106 of the 130 companies (82 percent) that have participated in the city’s Design
Entrepreneurs NYC Accelerator, and 103 of the 135 companies that have worked out of The Entrepreneur Space, a Long
Island City-based kitchen incubator.2
On the flip side, women entrepreneurs have been less prevalent in fields where women make up a smaller share of the
workforce. Businesses owned by women comprise just 15 percent of all private companies in the city’s construction industry
and 22 percent of firms in wholesale trade, fields where women currently make up 7 percent and 36 percent of the workforce,
respectively. The city’s tech sector has also historically had a fairly small share of women founders. The disparity is partially
explained by the fact that women comprise just 28 percent of those working in computer systems design, the largest of the
industries that make up New York’s tech sector, and 33 percent of the workforce in the software publishing field.
But even in sectors where they remain a minority, the number of women-owned firms is growing rapidly. Women-owned
construction and construction-related businesses increased by more than a third—some 2,600 firms—between 2007 and
2012. That includes an 80 percent jump in Queens alone.3 During the same period, the number of construction related firms
owned by men grew a mere 2.3 percent. In transportation and warehousing—which includes taxi, bus and limousine services
among other types of businesses—women entrepreneurs own just 8 percent of firms, but their numbers grew by 50 percent
during those five years. In finance and insurance, they own 26 percent of private firms, up 9 percent since 2007.
Over the past five years, the number of firms increased by at least 20 percent in nearly every major industry sector,including:
manufacturing (23 percent), wholesale trade (20 percent), real estate (20 percent), information (21 percent), professional,
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scientific, and technical services (38 percent), educational services (46 percent), arts, entertainment and recreation (23
percent), retail trade (26 percent), accommodation and food services (45 percent), health care and social assistance (26
percent).
Women founders are making gains in the city’s tech sector, and could help give New York a competitive advantage
over other leading tech hubs
In tech, the number of women-founded startups has exploded in recent years. A 2014 study by Endeavor Insight found that
the number of New York City tech companies with female founders has grown tenfold since 2003.4 And a CUF analysis
shows that in 2015, six of the eight companies that received funding from New York Angels, one of the city’s leading angel
investment groups, had a woman founder. In contrast, between 2003 and 2009, none of the 11 companies receiving funding
from New York Angels had a female founder.
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tech entrepreneurs

in the city are raising later stage capital or achieving a
successful exit, key barometers of success in the sector. In
2015, LearnVest, the personal finance startup founded by
Alexa von Tobel, was acquired by Northwestern Mutual for
$250 million, one of largest venture-backed exits in the city
last year. In the past few months alone, Digital Asset
Holdings, the blockchain or tamper-resistant database startup
run by Blythe Masters, raised $52 million in Series A
financing; ClassPass, the fitness startup founded by founded
by Payal Kadakia and Mary Biggins, raised $30 million in
Series C financing; Bauble Bar, the fashion jewelry ecommerce company started by Amy Jain and Daniella
Yacobovsky, raised $20 million in Series C financing, and
PolicyGenius, the insurance startup co-founded by Jennifer
Fitzgerald, raised $15 million in Series B financing.
Perhaps more importantly, New York may be better positioned than other leading tech hubs to attract women founders.
Several of the women tech entrepreneurs we interviewed say that New York is ahead of Silicon Valley in the overall number
of women tech founders and in having a supportive ecosystem for women entrepreneurs. “In my experience, New York has
been a much more welcoming and hospitable environment than the Bay Area,” says Kathryn Minshew, co-founder of The
Muse, an online career advice company that now boasts 75 full-time employees.
After starting her company in New York in the fall of 2011, Minshew moved the company to the Bay Area when an investor
urged her to do so. But after spending eight months on the West Coast, The Muse moved back to New York in the fall of
2012. “I felt New York had more of a community of women entrepreneurs helping each other, and more industry diversity,
including areas where women held positions of power, like media and fashion. It’s a more support ecosystem for women
entrepreneurs whereas the tech community in the Bay Area feels more homogenous.”
Women-owned firms are growing in all boroughs and among all racial and ethnic groups
Every borough experienced a significant increase in the number of women-owned businesses in the half-decade between
2007 and 2012, with the Bronx topping the list with a 53 percent increase. Queens had the second highest growth rate (40
percent), followed by Brooklyn (39 percent), Staten Island (27 percent) and Manhattan (22 percent). In some boroughs,
women-owned businesses have grown faster than male- owned businesses and businesses in the borough as a whole.
In 2012, Brooklyn surpassed Manhattan as the borough with the most women-owned businesses in the city. Brooklyn was
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home to 118,489 women-owned firms, compared to 114,896 in Manhattan, 97,982 in Queens, 68,705 in the Bronx and
13,921 in Staten Island. But Brooklyn is third among all boroughs when it comes to total employment at women-owned
businesses. While Brooklyn’s female-owned firms have 51,361 employees, that is considerably less than both Manhattan
(124,952) and Queens (75,351). And though Manhattan accounted for 28 percent of all women-owned firms in the five
boroughs in 2012, it made up 44 percent of women-owned businesses that have paid employees and 59 percent of total
revenues at women-owned firms in the city.
While the 2012 U.S. Census Survey of Business Owners does not break down women-owned businesses into racial and
ethnic categories at the city or county level, a CUF analysis of women entrepreneurs in New York State shows that
businesses owned by African-American, Asian and Latino women all grew at a rapid pace between 2007 and 2012.
In fact, those 5 years of growth saw the number of women-owned minority firms grow by 58 percent. At the state level,
African-American women entrepreneurs added nearly 26,000 businesses, a 26 percent increase, and almost $300 million in
sales totaling $3.3 billion in 2012. Firms owned by Asian women grew 52 percent, added nearly 53,000 employees and
generated $10.8 billion in sales. Similarly, Latina owned businesses grew by 68 percent over the five-year period, adding
some 8,000 jobs and generating $4.8 billion in revenue.
In our interviews across the five boroughs, it was apparent that the city’s growing immigrant community is spawning
thousands of businesses, with women starting companies out of their kitchens and living rooms often to provide or
supplement family income or as alternatives to low-wage jobs. In some of those communities, their growth is outpacing that of
male-owned businesses.
Accion, a microfinance organization that provides business loans and technical assistance to small-scale entrepreneurs, has
nearly doubled its loans in New York City since 2011, with 40 percent of them going to women entrepreneurs. At the New
York City-based Business Center for New Americans in Manhattan, a microfinance organization that helps immigrants and
refugees achieve self-sufficiency, 90 percent of participants in its workshops and training programs are women. This year, the
organization will make 300 loans to entrepreneurs, nearly half of them women.
At the Business Outreach Center Network (BOC), another microfinance organization with several locations across the city,
683 women clients received one-on-one business counseling in 2015, and 73 percent of the clients seeking one-on-one
business counseling are women. And at the LaGuardia Community College’s Small Business Development Center, nearly
half of the 800 to 900 would-be business owners who train there every year are women. Similarly, at the Women’s Business
Center of the Queens Economic Development Corporation, about 600 would-be entrepreneurs sought advice and support in
2013 and 2014.
Perhaps the most dramatic growth is happening at micro-lender Grameen America, which lends only to women
entrepreneurs living at or below the poverty line. As of January 2016, Grameen has provided loans, technical support and
networking to more than 36,000 low-income and immigrant women in New York City. “Partnering with Grameen America to
empower women entrepreneurs and support and fuel these ecosystems has been incredibly rewarding and eye-opening,”
said Keri Gohman, head of Small Business Banking at Capital One. “It’s encouraging to see the impact these programs are
having on women, their businesses and their communities at large.” Since its start in New York City in 2008, Grameen has
made more than 110,000 loans here totaling $261 million, the majority to women starting and operating businesses not in the
trendy tech sector, but in the kind of everyday industries that give life and stability to communities—beauty shops, clothing
stores and food and beverage establishments. Indeed, women entrepreneurs in New York account for 58 percent of all the
women in the United States served by Grameen. “It’s the New York spirit,” says Grameen America CEO Andrea Jung. “They
want to be productive entrepreneurs and contribute to the economy of the city.”
Too few women-owned firms in New York scale up their businesses
While women entrepreneurs are reinventing some industries and changing the make-up of others, women-ownedbusinesses
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in New York City tend to stay small whether they want to or not. Of the 150 largest private companies in the city, just 17 are
headed by or were founded by a woman.5 In 2015, companies with a woman founder accounted for just five of the 50
companies on the Crain’s New York Business Fast 50 ranking of the city’s fastest growing businesses. Even in the tech
community, few female-founded startups have “exited” through an IPO or acquisition.
Like most businesses, women-owned firms start small, often employing just the owner. But they also tend to stay small, their
growth stymied by lack of capital and training and limited access to networks and connections needed to get to the next level.
Indeed, the overwhelming majority of women-owned businesses in the city are “solopreneurs,” businesses that employ only
the owner. Those businesses without employees are the fastest growing segment of women-owned firms in the city. Their
numbers increased 69 percent between 2002 and 2012 and today make up 91 percent of all businesses in the city that are
owned by women, some 376,000 businesses versus only 37,494 women-owned businesses with at least one paid employee
in addition to the owner.

If only one quarter of the existing 376,405 women-owned businesses in New York City with no employees
added a single employee in the next three years, it would result in more than 94,000 new jobs.

Most businesses owned by men, 78 percent, also are solopreneur ventures. But the average annual sales of women-owned
solopreneur businesses, $29,000, are barely more than half the average annual sales of male-owned non-employer
businesses, $54,000. That’s true as well for businesses that have employees, where annual revenues of male owned firms
are more than twice that of female owned companies, $2.3 million versus $1.1 million.
Those differences exist citywide. In Manhattan, women-owned businesses generated $272,000 in annual sales, on average,
versus $1.1 million for firms owned by men. In Brooklyn, women entrepreneurs averaged $80,000 in annual sales, just 26
percent of the $303,000 their male counterparts generate.
Women entrepreneurs face a number of challenges
One reason for the disparity between companies owned by men and women is that half of women-owned businesses in New
York City are in low-revenue industries, such as health care and social services, educational services, the arts and personal
care businesses. Many are also home-based, which allows women to accommodate their other obligations but also sharply
limits their growth potential.
However, as this report documents, women entrepreneurs face a number of significant challenges when trying to start or
grow businesses in New York. They encounter the same difficulties as other entrepreneurs—including the city’s high rents,
taxes and labor costs, and the intense competition that business owners here face—but also face a number of unique
barriers.
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Perhaps most importantly, several studies have shown that
women have less money to invest than men. While virtually
every small business owner struggles to access capital, many
of the experts we interviewed say that women typically face
greater challenges, in part because women generally own
smaller businesses and thus seek smaller amounts of credit, a
problem since traditional lenders are more apt to make larger
loans.
As one indication of this, in fiscal 2014, women business
owners in the New York metro area received 386 SBA (U.S.
Small Business Administration) loans totaling $97.6 million,
about 20 percent of all loans made in the region that year and
12 percent of the total dollars lent.
Even in the tech sector, where it has become cheaper and
easier to start a company, women entrepreneurs attract less

money. Our analysis of the MoneyTree report, a quarterly study of the nation’s venture capital deals published by
PricewaterhouseCoopers and the National Venture Capital Association, reveals that while 16.9 percent of New York City
companies receiving VC funds in the third quarter of 2015 had a female founder, companies with a female founder accounted
for just 8.7 percent of the total VC funds received that quarter—$122 million out of $1.41 billion. That’s a smaller percentage
than San Francisco, where women founded companies accounted for 9.0 percent of total VC funds raised in that quarter
($293.5 million out of $3.27 billion) and Boston, where women-founded companies accounted for 21.8 percent of all VC funds
raised in the quarter ($138.4 million out of $634.5 million).
It doesn’t help either that at the top 20 most active venture capital firms in the city, just seven percent of the investmentteams
are women, a ratio that many believe has contributed to lower financing rates for women tech founders.
Access to capital is hardly the only challenge facing the city’s women entrepreneurs. Many of the women we interviewed for
this report say that a lack of connections can be equally problematic and our research suggests that it’s often more difficult for
women to navigate traditional business networks.
Another challenge is that many aspiring women entrepreneurs, especially low-income and immigrant women, lack basic
business and financial skills. Many women say they don’t know where to go for training and advice. While there is a growing
cadre of organizations and industry associations mounting programs and allocating capital for women-owned businesses,
there are many more women than slots available.
We also found that women often have to work harder to be taken seriously and fight perceptions that female founders are
less capable and less committed than their male counterparts. At the same time, several of the entrepreneurs and business
experts we interviewed said that women sometimes have to overcome internal challenges, including a lack of confidence and
a smaller appetite for risk.
Whether it has a cultural, educational or personal source, the lack of confidence can show up in different ways. At New York
Tech Meetup, for example, Executive Director Jessica Lawrence has at times had to beg and cajole female founders to
present their companies at the organization’s demo nights. Women entrepreneurs, she says, claim they’re not ready to go
public or their product is not ready or they’re “not tech enough.” Only when she, reluctantly, organized an all-women demo
night, did she get significant numbers of women entrepreneurs willing to go on stage.
“If I tell a woman I don’t have a demo slot, she’s more likely to disappear and never come back,” says Lawrence. “Men are
much more aggressive. One guy sent me a different email every day for 28 days straight with a new reason every day for
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why he should get to do a demo. I don’t see women doing that.”
Finally, too few women entrepreneurs are applying for and winning city government contracts, a problem since doing
business with government can catapult small businesses to new heights. Mayor de Blasio has admirably taken new steps to
increase the number of women and minority businesses who receive city contracts, but much work remains. In fiscal year
2015, just 1.5 percent of total city spending went to women-owned businesses. And relatively few women are even certified
as Women Business Enterprises (WBEs), a designation needed to apply for the city’s Minority and Women Business
Enterprise (M/WBE) contracting program. As of January 2016, 1,481 businesses were certified WBEs, including 710 in
Manhattan, 309 in Brooklyn, 259 in Queens, 125 in the Bronx and 78 in Staten Island.
Harnessing the potential of women entrepreneurs in New York City
Despite these and many other challenges, women are contributing enormously to New York City’s economy. At the same
time, however, the city has only begun to harness the tremendous potential of women entrepreneurs.
Unleashing the full potential of women entrepreneurs in New York would have a far-reaching impact on the city’s economy.
For instance, if only one quarter of the existing 376,405 women-owned businesses in the city with no employees added a
single employee in the next three years, it would result in more than 94,000 new jobs.
In a city where women make up 52 percent of the population, there is undoubtedly an opportunity to increase the number of
women entrepreneurs, particularly in low-income communities. But an equally important task will be to help more of the city’s
women-owned businesses scale up and grow. This means ensuring that more of the women who operate home-based
businesses expand into a storefront or office, that more of the small-scale food manufactures export their products beyond
New York and that more startup tech firms gain access to venture capital and realize their potential for growth.
The good news is that, especially in today’s entrepreneurial economy, the opportunity to do all this is unlimited. “I think we
focus a little too much on the inequity of it all, and not enough on the investment opportunity,” says Susan Lyne, founder and
managing partner of BBG (Built by Girls) Ventures, which invests in early stage women-led startups. “Women are the
dominant users of the fastest growing social platforms, we spend more time and do more with our mobile phones, and we
make or influence 85 percent of consumer purchases. It’s smart business—not to mention common sense—to back
entrepreneurs who know that end user best.”
The following are the recommendations from Breaking Through.
Read the full report (PDF).

Women entrepreneurs have already become a major force in New York City’s economy, with the number of businesses
founded by women on the rise in every sector of the city’s economy. Yet, New York—like virtually every other city in
America—has only begun to tap the enormous potential of women entrepreneurs across the five boroughs. In the months
and years ahead, there is a clear opportunity to expand the overall number of women entrepreneurs and also ensure that
more women-owned businesses grow to the next level. Doing so will strengthen the city’s economy, create jobs and bolster
neighborhoods across the city. While the de Blasio administration WE NYC initiative is a major step in the right direction,
more could be done—by government as well as private industry and nonprofits. To that end, we propose the 22 achievable
policy recommendations.
Develop New Initiatives to Help Existing Women-Owned Businesses Grow
Not every woman entrepreneur wants to expand her business, and many of the small-scale firms owned by women simply
don’t have much potential for growth. But in a city where 91 percent of all businesses owned by women—376,000 in all—do
not have any employees, there’s undoubtedly an opportunity to help scale up some of these enterprises. New York City has a
number of good small business assistance programs, including initiatives run out of the Department of Small Business
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Services (SBS) and the Economic Development Corporation (NYCEDC), and others managed by nonprofit small business
assistance providers. But the majority of these programs are focused on entrepreneurs starting new businesses. The de
Blasio administration should refocus its toolkit of small business programs to include more initiatives that help existing
businesses to grow. As part of this, it should also include some programs specifically focused on supporting the growth of
women-owned businesses and make sure all programs are aggressively marketed to female entrepreneurs. Some specific
ideas include:
Launch a program focused on supporting—and scaling up—home-based businesses
In a city where thousands of female entrepreneurs run home-based businesses, the de Blasio administration should
create a suite of support services for these small-scale enterprises. This should include targeted advice and resources
designed to strengthen home-based businesses across the five boroughs, including those that have no intention of
growing into significantly larger businesses. But it should also include new efforts to help some of the city’s many
home-based entrepreneurs to increase their revenues and expand beyond their home. One model worth exploring is
the Home-Based Transition Grant Program in York County, VA, which assists home-based businesses that are poised
to expand into commercial space by providing $2,000 grants that could be used to cover some of the new costs in this
growth period. However, simply offering workshops or webinars specifically geared to home-based businesses—on
everything from marketing with social media to legal and tax issues—would be an important step in the right direction.
The city might also promote the use of social networks to connect home-based entrepreneurs, allowing them to share
resources or best practices and help each other.
Expand awareness of existing programs that could help women grow their business
It’s not enough to merely offer good business assistance programs; those programs also need to be marketed
sufficiently. One city program that could benefit from additional marketing is Strategic Steps for Growth, a small
business capacity building program developed by the Boston-based nonprofit Interise. Strategic Steps for Growth
provides minority and women business owners with the knowledge, know-how and relationships they need to grow
their business. It is one of the few standout business assistance programs in the five boroughs that’s specifically
focused on helping small firms get to the next level. Using Interise’s curriculum, the program now operates in 70 cities
across the country, run by local partners that are licensed to deliver it. Results are impressive, but the Strategic Steps
for Growth program in New York consistently operates at less than full capacity. The program, which is operated by
SBS and the Berkley Center for Entrepreneurship & Innovation at the NYU Leonard N. Stern School of Business, can
accommodate 18 business owners, but enrollment averages between 15 and 16 firms in each cohort. The de Blasio
administration should initiate an extensive marketing campaign for the program. The administration should also
provide full funding for the program which would allow SBS to reduce or eliminate the $1,500 fee it charges for
Strategic Steps for Growth as a way to increase interest in the program. Six other Interise partner programs, soon to
be seven, with NYCEDC launching a new cohort in the Bronx in May, now operate in the New York City area and all
have been able to secure funding so that they do not need to charge a fee.
Establish a Female Entrepreneurs Growth Innovation Fund
As a way of injecting new approaches to help small women-owned businesses grow, the de Blasio administration
should partner with philanthropic or corporate funders to establish a new fund that would support five innovative
programs—one in each borough—specifically focused on helping more small businesses owned by women to grow
into medium-sized and large businesses. The innovation fund might include a competition that would be open to
proposals from nonprofit small business providers, businesses and entrepreneurs.
Expand export opportunities for New York’s women-owned businesses
According to research from the National Women’s Business Council (NWBC), 99.5 percent of the nation’s women
small business owners do not have sales outside of the United States. It’s likely that the numbers are similarly high for
New York-based businesses. The de Blasio administration should seize on this untapped opportunity and create new
programs designed to increase the number of New York-based businesses that export their goods and services.
These programs should specifically target female entrepreneurs in fields such as fashion, architecture, food
manufacturing and crafts making.
Expand the number of certified Women Business Enterprises
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Winning a government contract can be a springboard to growth for small businesses. But currently only 1,481
companies in the city are even certified as Women Business Enterprises (WBEs), a designation needed to apply for
the city’s Minority and Women Business Enterprise (M/WBE) contracting program. The de Blasio administration should
increase the number of certified WBEs by at least 50 percent over the next five years, and take aggressive steps to
identify more women owned businesses across the five boroughs that have the potential to become a government
contractor. This should include extensive outreach, and partnerships with community-based organizations—including
microfinance groups, local development corporations (LDCs), Small Business Development Corporations (SBDCs),
Business Improvement Districts (BIDs) and chambers of commerce—that have more extensive relationships with
businesses throughout the city. With just 78 registered WBEs in Staten Island, 125 in the Bronx, 259 in Queens and
309 in Brooklyn, city agencies should specifically look to increase outreach and recruitment efforts in communities
outside of Manhattan.
Double the number of female contractors who get city contracts by 2020
It’s not enough to simply increase the number of registered WBEs. The de Blasio administration should set a goal of
doubling the number of women owned businesses that win contracts with city agencies over the next four years, and
put in place practices and programs that help them reach that target. The federal government sets a goal of awarding
five percent of its contracts to women-owned businesses, and they have nearly reached that target. But in New York
City, just 1.5 percent of city spending goes to women owned businesses. In a city where 40 percent of all businesses
are owned by women, this should be achievable. To get there, to the city will need to go beyond simply holding
networking events, conferences and trade shows where women entrepreneurs have a chance to schmooze with prime
contractors. As one city contracting officer told us, these events don’t always result in the meaningful relationships that
are needed by women who are trying to break into government contracting. Contracting officials at city agencies
should do more to foster those relationships. One way is to affirmatively set up meetings between women
entrepreneurs whose businesses are at the point where they can handle a government contract and prime contractors.
Additionally, the administration should consider two recommendations made in 2015 by City Comptroller Scott
Stringer: hold prime contractors accountable for complying with M/WBE requirements and explore expanding M/WBE
goals further down the vendor supply chain.
Help New York City’s certified WBEs access other government contracting and private sector supply chain
opportunities
Companies owned by women that have been awarded city government contracts may be well-positioned to break into
the corporate supply chain or obtain contracts with the federal and state government, all of which could help expand
their operations. The de Blasio administration should target these firms—as well as male-owned companies that have
won city contracts through the M/WBE program—and make sure they are aware of these opportunities. At a minimum,
they should ensure that companies registered for the city’s WBE program are also registered for federal and state
M/WBE programs as well as the city’s Corporate Alliance Program, which helps city businesses access supply chain
contracting opportunities.
Ease restrictions that prevent successful child care businesses from expanding
The number of child care businesses in New York City has been on the rise for several years, providing
entrepreneurial opportunities for hundreds of female entrepreneurs, including many from immigrant and minority
communities. But while some of these entrepreneurs are running highly successful businesses with large waiting lists,
city officials recently adopted regulations that make it nearly impossible for anyone to open up a second or third child
care establishment. While ensuring safety is paramount, city officials should re-examine the regulations and consider
finding a middle ground that would allow some of these businesses to open more than one child care center. At the
same time, the city should continue to support existing programs—like the ones offered by BOC and WHEDco—that
help home-based child care operators to think of themselves as business owners and develop the financial skills
needed to succeed and grow.
Develop programs to support older women entrepreneurs
With the city’s population aging rapidly—the number of residents 65 years and over is expected to increase by 41 percent
between 2010 and 2040—New York could be on the verge of a boom in older entrepreneurs. The biggest opportunity may be
with older women. Indeed, today women account for 60 percent of all New Yorkers who are 65 and older—626,079 out of the
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city’s 1,046,671 seniors. The city’s Economic Development Corporation (EDC) and Department of Small Business Services
should develop a new program to encourage and support older entrepreneurship across the five boroughs. They should also
market existing programs for small business owners and entrepreneurs to older adults across the city, possibly through
partnership with organizations that work closely with older New Yorkers, such as AARP.
Create incentives for banks and alternative lenders to make more small loans
While women entrepreneurs at all levels struggle to access capital, the experts we interviewed for this report told us that the
biggest gap is for loans under $150,000. Microlenders are providing a number of very small loans at the bottom of this
range—usually under $10,000. But many women-owned businesses are looking for loans of $50,000, $75,000 or $125,000.
Unfortunately, there’s currently little incentive for banks to make loans at these levels. It costs the same for banks to process
these small loans as it does for a $5 million loan, yet the profit potential is significantly lower and the risks are typically much
higher. City, state and federal government officials should create new incentives that entice lenders to take a closer look at
loans in this range. Some ideas include:
Expand the city’s Capital Access Loan Guarantee program
The city’s Capital Access program guarantees up to 40 percent of eligible loans from participating lenders to small
businesses. By providing the guarantee, the city reduces the risk for lenders and thus helps them make small loans
they wouldn’t otherwise. But there are two things the de Blasio administration could do to increase the number of loans
made through the program. First, it should follow the lead of the SBA, which eliminated fees that it had imposed on
lenders for every loan made through its loan guarantee program. According to Erin Andrew, director of the SBA’s
Office of Women’s Business Ownership, eliminating the fees “provided an incentive for [lenders] to give out a smaller
dollar loan, and we’ve seen more women access capital as a result.” If New York City eliminated the fees it charges to
lenders participating in its Capital Access program, it could have a similar impact. Second, the de Blasio administration
ought to consider extending the guarantee to 60 or 70 percent. Doing so would encourage lenders to make more small
loans.
Give banks CRA credit for making very small business loans
Bank regulators should make it apparent that banks will get credit under the federal Community Reinvestment Act
(CRA) for making small loans to women and minorities with interest rates under 10 percent. Because CRA rules are
currently unclear about this, banks often use their CRA funds for other purposes.
Ensure that more women entrepreneurs whose loan applications are rejected by banks get referred to a
microlending institution for access to capital, credit building assistance and other business support services
Some of the experts we interviewed for this report told us that when a woman applying for a small business loan is turned
down by a bank, they are less likely than men to come back to the bank later on and re-apply for a loan. Thus, it’s important
for women entrepreneurs to learn about other, nontraditional lending opportunities that may be available to them, such as
microloans. Banks can help by making it a standard practice to refer clients who have solid prospects but may not meet all
their requirements to microlending institutions, which may be able to provide a small loan or work with the entrepreneur to
improve their credit rating and gain financial management skills. In many ways it is in banks’ interest to make these referrals.
After all, if they help a client get a microloan, the client is likely to set up various accounts with the bank. There’s also a good
chance the client will be ready to come back for a traditional bank loan in a year or two, after developing a solid credit history
with the microlending organization. But while many banks do make referrals to microfinance organizations, there’s clear
potential to make the referrals more commonplace.
Begin offering child care services at some of the city’s small business centers, accelerators and incubators
Many women entrepreneurs who run a business while juggling family responsibilities may be discouraged from taking
advantage of counseling services that are currently available to small business owners and aspiring entrepreneurs simply
because child care services are not available. With this in mind, the de Blasio administration should create a competitive
grant program that provides funding that enables a couple of the city’s existing small business centers, accelerators or
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incubators to begin offering on site child care services.
Recruit experienced women business owners and executives from every industry sector to be mentors
Virtually every entrepreneur we interviewed for this report cited the importance of mentors and the advice, industry
knowledge and personal support they provide. That includes lawyers, accountants and other professionals who may not
provide overall management advice but can help new entrepreneurs avoid legal and financial missteps. But there have long
been too few mentorship programs specifically geared towards female entrepreneurs, particularly in a number of high-growth
industries. To its credit, the de Blasio administration is making clear progress in this area. It recently launched
WEConnectMentors, an initiative in which women professionals will mentors female entrepreneurs across the five boroughs.
In February 2016, the administration announced the first class of 17 WEConnectMentors, and it expects to add additional
mentors in the months ahead. This is a tremendous start, but in a city with over 400,000 women-owned businesses, even
more female mentors are needed. The de Blasio administration should expand on WEConnectMentors by partnering with
industry trade associations to recruit executives and experienced entrepreneurs in a variety of sectors to serve as mentors to
new entrepreneurs. For inspiration, it might look to San Francisco’s businessadvising.org, a non-profit that matches small
business owners with advisors and mentors. SBS and other small business assistance intermediaries in the five boroughs
should also look to expand partnerships with Business Mentor NY, an online mentorship matchmaking program run by
Empire State Development.
Increase the number of women professionals involved in SCORE
Funded by the SBA, SCORE is a national network of experienced business executives and professional that provides free
counseling to small business owners. But while SCORE is highly regarded for the quality of its advice and mentoring
services, only nine of the 63 SCORE counselors in New York City (14 percent) are women. While there are other programs
that provide mentoring services to business owners in New York, SCORE is one of the largest such providers, helping over
5,000 entrepreneurs last year. Given its important role in the ecosystem of small business counseling services, the New York
chapter of SCORE should make it a priority to increase the number of female counselors.
Create more opportunities for women entrepreneurs to team up and start companies with co-founders
A recent report on women entrepreneurship by the Global Research Monitor (GEM) research consortium showed that
“economies with a higher percentage of women entrepreneurs starting in teams of three or more also have a greater
proportion of those with job creation ambitions.” Given these findings, the de Blasio administration should create opportunities
for aspiring female founders to team up.
Establish an annual showcase event where women entrepreneurs can meet and pitch the city’s top venture capital
leaders
Currently, only a small number of female founders receive funding from venture capital firms in New York. One way to begin
increasing those numbers is to more consistently connect female entrepreneurs with partners from the city’s top venture
capital firms. This could be achieved through an annual or bi-annual convening where women entrepreneurs socialize with
and then pitch the city’s top venture capital leaders.
Set a goal of doubling the number of women partners at New York City-based venture capital funds
Research suggests that women tech entrepreneurs would have better success in accessing venture funding if there were
more women investors at VC firms. Women currently account for only seven percent of those working on the investment
teams at the city’s 20 most active VC firms. The city’s VC firms should commit to at least doubling these numbers over the
next two years, and take affirmative steps to reach those goals.
Increase the number of women investors
While the city’s venture firms undoubtedly should make efforts to increase the number of women partners, it’s also criticalthat
more women become investors in the first place. As the ranks of women investors grow, it’s likely that more women founders
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will get funded. As one example, Joanne Wilson has made roughly 100 angel investments in the past few years and around
70 percent of them are in companies with women founders.
Build upon efforts already underway to increase the number of women working in the tech sector
While the number of female tech entrepreneurs is growing rapidly, it’s likely there will be significantly fewer women
entrepreneurs in this part of the economy until women comprise a larger share of those working in the city’s tech sector.
Women currently make up only 28 percent of those working in computer systems design, the largest of the industries that
make up New York’s tech sector. They also account for a paltry 33 percent of the workforce in the city’s software publishing
subsector and 38 percent in the data processing and hosting industry. Mayor de Blasio, philanthropic foundations and
industry leaders should expand upon several of the promising efforts already underway that help girls and women—and other
groups historically under-represented in the tech sector—develop the skills and credentials needed for tech careers.
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